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Attack on Iran's Baha'i is a human rights outrage
The destruction of 50 Baha'i homes demonstrates the Iranian government's disregard for its
international obligations
"The governor general is like a physician … if he feels that there is a malignant tumour in the body of
the society, he tries to remove it." Such was the official explanation given to Natoli Derakhshan, a
Baha'i from the village of Ivel in Mazandaran province, Iran, after the homes of 50 Baha'i farming
families were razed in Ivel on 26 June.
If farmers strike you as an unlikely tumour in a country that earns 20% of its GDP from agriculture,
then perhaps you do not know the story of the minority Baha'i faith in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Razing the Baha'i homes in Ivel is the latest step in an ongoing campaign. Baha'i farmers left Ivel
several years ago because of local harassment and persecution. They return once a year to harvest
their crops. This exercise of their basic rights to live in peace and work their land has nevertheless
required permits from the provincial government. And now their property and livelihoods have been
destroyed altogether.
Speaking to Radio Farda, the Persian-language station of Radio Free Europe, Derakhshan was asked
whether the locals who demolished the Baha'i homes had government support. "We do not know and
cannot say that it was ordered by someone," he said. But Derakhshan asked questions of his own.
"What do you think?" he asked. "How could 50 homes be demolished without prior arrangements?"
Derakhshan was told that letters of complaint the Baha'is had written to the authorities were "in
opposition to the regime".
In Mazandaran, as in much of Iran, the persecution of the Baha'is is nothing new. "Baha'is have lived
in this area for more than 100 years," said Diane Alai, representative of the Baha'i International
Community to the United Nations. "But in 1983, a few years after the Iranian revolution, at least 30
families from this and neighbouring villages were put on buses and expelled." In the same period,
over 200 Baha'is have been executed or killed, hundreds have been jailed, and tens of thousands have
been denied their livelihood or an education.
Today 35 Baha'is are imprisoned, among whom are the seven former leaders of the Iranian Baha'i
community, arrested in 2008 on allegations of espionage, propaganda and "corruption on earth".
These charges warrant death under Iranian law. Their counsel, the Nobel laureate Shirin Ebadi, has
said that "there is nothing, no reason" to convict the seven Baha'is. They have been held in Evin
prison, "under conditions which clearly violate international standards" according to Bani Dugal, the
principal representation of the Baha'i International Community to the UN. "They have neither beds
nor bedding," she added, are permitted only two hours of fresh air a week, and are crammed into cells
that restrict movement. Family contact is usually restricted to a 10-minute phone call once a week.
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The treatment of the Baha'is in Iran is an outrage, a constant violation of human rights and an example
of the Iranian government's disregard for its international obligations. At its root lies a religious
fanaticism that seeks to grind away the 300,000 Baha'is of Iran. Lieutenant General Romeo Dallaire,
veteran of Rwanda and Canadian senator, recently warned his senate that the "state-sanctioned
persecution" of the Baha'is in Iran resembles "a nation leading its way into a potential genocide". The
Baha'is are the largest religious minority of Iran but their faith is denied by the constitution. Despite
being branded as apostates and spies, no Baha'i has ever been found plausibly guilty of the crimes
with which they are accused. In the words of the founder of the Baha'i faith, Baha'u'llah, Baha'is are
enjoined to work for "the good of the world and the happiness of the nations". In Mazandaran, both
those hopes have been razed to the ground.
Since you’re here ...
... joining us from Israel, we have a small favour to ask. Millions are flocking to the Guardian for
open, independent, quality news every day, and readers in 180 countries around the world now
support us financially.
We believe everyone deserves access to information that’s grounded in science and truth, and analysis
rooted in authority and integrity. That’s why we made a different choice: to keep our reporting open
for all readers, regardless of where they live or what they can afford to pay. This means more people
can be better informed, united, and inspired to take meaningful action.
In these perilous times, an independent, truth-seeking global news organisation like the Guardian is
essential. We have no shareholders or billionaire owner, meaning our journalism is free from
commercial and political influence – this makes us different. When it’s never been more pertinent, our
independence allows us to fearlessly investigate, challenge and expose those in power.
Amid the various intersecting crises of 2020 – from Covid-19 to police brutality – the Guardian has
not, and will never, sideline the climate emergency. We are determined to uphold our reputation for
producing urgent, powerful, high-impact reporting on the environment that’s read by around the
world.
We’ve made institutional progress too, working hard to live up to the climate promises we made in
2019. We no longer take advertising from fossil fuel companies, and we’re on course to achieve net
zero emissions by 2030.
If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Your funding powers our journalism, it protects our
independence, and ensures we can remain open for all. You can support us through these challenging
economic times and enable real-world impact.

[The content above was transcribed from the original document. If you find any typographic error,
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